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Tumor Microenvironment: Lactic Acid Promotes Tumor Development
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Lactic acid is a “metabolic waste” product of glycolysis that is produced in the body. However, the role of lactic acid in the development of human malignancies has gained increasing interest lately as a multifunctional small molecule chemical. There is evidence that tumor cells may create a large amount of lactic acid through glycolysis even when they have abundant oxygen. Tumor tissues have a higher quantity of lactic acid than normal tissues. Lactic acid is required for tumor development. Lactate is an immunomodulatory chemical that affects both innate and adaptive immune cells’ effector functions. In immune cells, the lactate signaling pathway may potentially serve as a link between metabolism and immunity. Lactate homeostasis is significantly disrupted in the TME. Lactate accumulation results in acidosis, angiogenesis, immunosuppression, and tumor cell proliferation and survival, all of which are deleterious to health. Thus, augmenting anticancer immune responses by lactate metabolism inhibition may modify lactate levels in the tumor microenvironment. This review will evaluate the role of lactic acid in tumor formation, metastasis, prognosis, treatment, and histone modification. Our findings will be of considerable interest to readers, particularly those engaged in the therapeutic treatment of cancer patients. Treatments targeting the inhibition of lactate synthesis and blocking the source of lactate have emerged as a potential new therapeutic option for oncology patients. Additionally, lactic acid levels in the plasma may serve as biomarkers for disease stage and may be beneficial for evaluating therapy effectiveness in individuals with tumors.

1. Introduction

When glycolysis breaks down lactic acid, it is regarded as a “metabolic waste.” However, it has since been shown that lactic acid in the heart, brain, and bones under physiological circumstances may be converted to glucose in the liver as an alternative energy source through the lactic acid cycle. Tumor cells use glucose as their primary energy source for fast multiplication and generate excess lactate through the glycolytic route even in the presence of adequate oxygen, according to findings from Warburg’s research on lactate’s involvement in tumor metabolism. Lactic acid in the tumor microenvironment (TME) improves tumor cell immune evasion by lowering immunological cell activity and the generation of inflammatory mediators. Tumor tissues have greater levels of lactate than normal tissues, and lactate aids in the development and spread of the tumor. Additionally, lactate may be used as a tumor prognostic biomarker as well as a treatment response biomarker and as a tumor therapeutic target. When it comes to tumor cell biology and prognosis, lactate is an important factor in tumor cell biology and prognosis. As a metabolite with a distinct signaling mechanism, it plays a role in tumor formation and can even affect epigenetics. Herein, the role of lactate in TME, tumor formation, metastasis, prognosis, and alterations in histone lactonization is discussed.

1.1. Lactic Acid Overview. Lactic acid is typically present in the human body as the L-lactic acid isomer, but it also occurs as the D-lactic acid isomer, which Carl discovered in 1780 [1, 2]. In normal tissues, the concentration of L-lactic acid ranges between 1.5 and 3 mM, while in tumor tissues, the concentration may range anywhere from 10 to 30 mM [3]. Tumor cells, on the other hand, get most of their...
energy mainly from the conversion of glucose to lactate via glycolysis, while most normal cells use glucose for oxidative phosphorylation to make ATP [4]. The majority of solid tumors generate lactate largely from glucose [5], while glutamine may also be converted enzymatically to lactate [6]. Many of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) intermediates are produced from lactate when glucose is not available in the body, according to the findings of isotopic analysis using U-13C-labeled lactate [7]. Lactate is mostly produced by glycolysis-producing cancer cells and cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAF) in tumor tissue [8].

1.2. Lactic Acid and the Tumor Microenvironment (TME). The TME is comprised of tumor cells, endothelial cells, CAF, and immune cells, as well as a noncancerous cellular matrix containing numerous peptide components (growth factors, chemokines, cytokines, and antibodies) [9]. Tumor cells must boost glucose uptake and glycolysis rate to meet the body’s energy demands. Consequently, tumor cells may exert significant influence over energy consumption [10]. They do this by increasing the rate of glycolysis. Lactic acid affects a number of cellular activities inside the TME as an energy source, signaling molecule, and key tumor immunosuppressive factor [8]. A weak acidic environment in the extracellular pH of TME is caused by cancer cells’ excessive use of glucose, resulting in a buildup of lactic acid, which in turn promotes tumor spreading, angiogenesis, treatment resistance, and immune suppression [11–13]. Meanwhile, lactic acid generation reduces the ability of NK and NKT cells to fight cancer, which promotes tumor growth [14, 15]. NKT cells are antitumor immune cells that produce cytokines that stimulate both natural and acquired immune responses [16]. The weak acidic environment in TME inhibits the release of inflammatory cytokines, which are required for T helper (TH) cell polarization and inflammatory dendritic cell (DC) differentiation [17]. According to the research of Fischer et al. [18], lactate increases immunosuppression and cancer growth by suppressing T lymphocyte proliferation and cytokines. Lin et al. [19] discovered that lactic acid inhibits DC cell differentiation and makes them tolerant. Meanwhile, IL-10 production rises, and IL-10 may evade NK cell immune monitoring. Tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) in TME come in two flavors: a traditional M1 phenotype that suppresses cancer cell proliferation and an M2 phenotype that performs the exact opposite function, promoting cancer cell growth and metastasis in the process. TAM function may be inhibited by tumor-derived lactate [20, 21], and lactate can increase breast cancer proliferation, migration, and angiogenesis by stimulating ERK/STAT3 signaling [17, 22], or M2 phenotypic polarization of macrophages was increased in a monocarboxylate transporter- (MCT-) dependent manner [23]. Lactate promotes the release of chemokine ligand 5 (CCL5) in a TME model of breast cancer cells, increasing cell motility and inducing cancer cell epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. CAF can deliver lactate to oxidative tumor cells via TCA while also maintaining tumor growth and metastasis via mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, a phenomenon known as the anti-Warburg effect [24, 25]. CAF is a common cell type in tumor tissues and may play a role in tumor development, invasion, and metastasis via paracrine pathways [26]. CAF undergoes extensive glycolysis in the tumor microenvironment of lung cancer and promotes NSCLC cell epithelial-mesenchymal transition, migration, and invasion [27]. A possible way to impact the path of tumor growth is by altering the immunological status of tumor-infiltrating immune cells. The Warburg effect and the lactate shuttle lead to acidosis, angiogenesis, immunosuppression, and the proliferation and survival of tumor cells when lactate accumulates. Overall, lactic acid in TME promotes tumor growth by decreasing immune cell activity and allowing cancer cells to evade the body’s natural defenses.

1.3. Lactic Acid and Tumor Growth, and Metastasis. Lactate is an endogenous ligand for the G protein-coupled receptor (GPR81), and their interaction may operate as a signaling agent through both autocrine and paracrine processes [28–30]. Lactate works as a signaling molecule by activating GPR81, which promotes tumor angiogenesis and immunological evasion. GPR81 has been discovered in colon, lung, salivary gland, hepatocyte, and breast cancer cell lines, as well as in breast cancer patients [31]. At sufficient concentrations, lactate may bind to GPR81 [32]. Lactate was found to promote tumor cell immune escape in breast cancer by activating the GPR81 receptor in TME, thereby inducing PD-L1 production and inhibiting tumor-specific antigen presentation by antigen-presenting cells to other immune cells [33], and a similar effect was found in lung cancer [34]. Furthermore, GPR81 may stimulate the production of endothelial cells in breast cancer cells, which influences angiogenesis [35]. Lactate also suppresses NF-κB activation and the formation of inflammatory vesicles through GPR81 receptors on colon dendritic cells and macrophages, while increasing the production of proinflammatory cytokines IL-6, IL-1b, and TNF [36]. In recent research, lactate has been found to influence GPR81 expression in lung cancer through signal transduction and transcriptional activation (3snai3/STAT3) pathways [37]. Furthermore, GPR81 inhibitors (3-hydroxybutyrate, 3-OBA) and metformin may work together to limit cancer cell proliferation in vitro [38].

Most tumor-related fatalities are caused by metastases rather than the original tumor, which is one of the cancer’s aggressive characteristics [39]. Tumor cells have been found to increase energy metabolism by regulating TCA and mitochondria-related pathways and responding quickly to metabolic cues in the environment, thus boosting tumor growth and metastasis [40]. According to Liu et al. [41], tumor cell-derived lactate activated the mammalian rapamycin complex 1, which inhibited the expression of TFEB and its downstream target genes, including Atp6v0d2, which encodes the vacuolar proton pump’s D2 component (mTORC1). The Atp6v0d2 gene-deficient mice used in animal studies grew tumors more quickly than normal mice, and they also secreted more vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). In addition, postoperative survival was associated with high levels of Atp6v0d2 expression in lung cancer patients. Using melanoma (B16) and colon (MC38)
cells, Toszka et al. [42] discovered that B16 cells had considerably greater glycolytic capacity, extracellular acidification, and H+ generation than MC38 cells; it was also shown in animal studies that melanoma had higher glycolytic activity than colon. Those results indicate that an acidic melanomac milieu may influence the expression of G protein-coupled receptor-dependent transcriptional repressors (ICERs) in TAM, encouraging TAM differentiation to an M2 noninflammatory phenotype, resulting in immune evasion and boosting tumor development. Aside from that, the macrophage-expressed lactate receptor GPR132 may control the contact between breast tumors and macrophages by encouraging the M2 type of macrophage conversion, which aids tumor dissemination [43]. High lactate concentrations are associated with higher lesion grades in human astrocytomases [44]. Lactate concentrations were shown to be substantially greater in metastatic areas than in nonmetastatic sites in cervical and colorectal malignancies [45, 46]. Head and neck tumors have been linked to increased tumor lactate concentrations in biopsies from individuals with head and neck tumors [3]. To summarize, lactic acid plays a role in tumor development and spread.

1.4. Lactic Acid in Tumor Treatment, Prognostic Monitoring. Patients’ prognoses have been found to be substantially associated with lactate concentrations in cervical, lung, colorectal, breast, and head and neck tumor tissues [45, 47, 48].

1.4.1. Tumor Prediction and Treatment Response Biomarkers Based on Lactate. A study by Park et al. [7] found that PI3K/mTOR pathway inhibitors reduced breast cancer cell proliferation in high glucose media, but these inhibitors had no effect when lactate served as the primary metabolic substrate. This suggests that cancer cells can use lactate to reduce their reliance on glycolysis for energy. NSCLC patients who use tyrosine kinase inhibitors for an extended period may have an increased generation of lactate by their tumor cells, which stimulates TME cells to produce more hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), further increasing cancer resistance and development. Another study found that lactic acidification-induced cAMP-dependent signaling in tumors might be regarded as an effective immunosuppressive mechanism, providing fresh techniques and therapeutic targets for tumor immunotherapy [42]. This indicates that monitoring variations in lactate levels may provide some relevant clinical information for tumor prognosis and therapy choices [49]. To summarize, tumor lactate levels may be used to predict prognosis and therapy success.

1.4.2. Lactic Acid as a Monitoring Marker for Tumor Treatment. Lactate is excreted by glycolytic cells in tumors and reabsorbed by oxidative cancer cells to fuel the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle after conversion to pyruvate [50]. MCTs mediate these proton-linked lactate fluxes and are thus ideal candidates for interfering with the lactate shuttle and inhibiting tumor development [50]. MCT1 expression is increased in tumors and is associated with a poor prognosis in cancer patients, and inhibiting lactate transport with AR-C155858, an MCT1 inhibitor, restores immune cells’ capacity to generate IFN-γ [51, 52]. Additionally, AR-C155858 dramatically decreased tumor development in breast cancer-bearing animals [53], and metformin (metformin) blocked MCT1 activity, hence preventing intracellular lactate buildup [54]. According to one study, anti-CTLA-4 antibody therapy improved the prognosis of mice with glycolysis-deficient tumors, indicating that decreased tumor competition for glucose may enhance the therapeutic effect of CTLA-4 blockers [40]. Lactate secreted by tumor cells increased the transcription of IL-23p19 and IL-23 in monocytes/macrophages and tumor-infiltrating immune cells, implying that lactate is not only a terminal metabolite but also a proinflammatory mediator, and thus, targeting the lactate-induced proinflammatory response may be a therapeutic strategy for cancer [55]. 7ACC significantly inhibited both lactate inward flow and cell proliferation in human cervical cancer cells SiHa and Hela expressing both MCT1 and MCT4 isoforms, but the genuine MCT1/MCT2 inhibitor AR-C155858 had no impact [50]. Lactate significantly enhances tumor cell motility in a dose-dependent manner in head and neck cancer cell lines, and high lactate concentrations facilitate tumor immune escape and promote migration of malignant cell populations, thereby promoting tumor progression. Lactate can also be used as an indicator of tumor metastasis and a poor overall survival prognosis in patients [56]. Cancer immunotherapy with oral bicarbonate or bicarbonate in combination with anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1 enhances the antitumor immune response [57, 58]. Checkpoint-blocking antibodies targeting CTLA-4, PD-1, and PD-L1 may, on the other hand, promote T cell glycolysis and IFN production by restoring pH in the TME [59]. Consequently, LDH-A increases antitumor immunity in bone marrow cells by stimulating Th17 cells to control angiogenesis and PDL1 expression; consequently, LDH-A inhibitors may provide a unique strategy for increasing the effectiveness of checkpoint inhibitors [60]. Dichloroacetate (DCA) decreases tumor cell glycolysis in melanoma [61] and also enhances the immunosuppressive state generated by lactate, hence increasing the efficacy of anticancer immunotherapy.

Pyruvate to lactate interconversion is regulated by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), which is a NAD+ oxidoreductase. Tetrameric enzymes such as LDH may join M and H protein subunits in human tissues to create five different kinds of tetramers, such as LDH-1 (4H), LDH-2 (3H1M), LDH-3 (2H2M), LDH-4 (1H3M), and LDH-5 (4M). Tetramers of these enzymes can also be found in other organisms, such as bacteria and fungi [62]. While LDH1 is the predominant form of LDH in cardiac muscle, where it reduces lactate to pyruvate and oxidizes NAD+ thermodynamically to NAD+, LDH5 is the predominant form of LDH in skeletal muscle [63]. As demonstrated, lactate synthesis may be stopped, and tumor development is inhibited by inhibiting LDH1 enzyme activity; LDH1 inhibitors are needed for the treatment of cancer, and they must be found and developed quickly. According to Zhou et al. [64], compound 24G not only suppressed LDH1 activity and decreased lactate generation but also switched the metabolic route from glycolysis to oxidative phosphorylation, increasing the oxygen consumption.
rate of cancer cells. An efficient LDH1 inhibitor promoted metabolic reprogramming in MG-63 cancer cells from glycolysis to mitochondrial aerobic respiration, increasing cell death and suppressing growth, decreasing cell survival. As a result, chemicals 24C and 11C may suppress tumor growth and have potential anticancer therapeutic applications [18]. Selenobenzene analog PSTMB decreased LDH1 activity and reduced lactate generation in a number of tumor cells, including lung cancer cells (NCI-H460), breast cancer cells (MCF-7), hepatocellular carcinoma cells (Hep3B), malignant melanoma cells (A375), colorectal cancer cells (HT-29), and mouse lung cancer cells (LLC) [65]. Besides gossypol (AT-101), the LDH1 isomer is also inhibited by FX-11 and N-hydroxyindole analogs of cottonellol (AT-101) [66]. As a result, anticancer applications for selenobenzenes, cottonellol, and their derivatives seem quite promising. Tumors may be effectively treated by preventing the production of lactate and preventing its absorption. The anticancer compound 7ACC2 was found to be a potent MPC inhibitor that not only blocked the uptake of extracellular lactate continuously by promoting the accumulation of pyruvate in the cell and preventing glucose oxidative metabolism but also improved the sensitivity of transplanted tumors to radiation therapy [67]. The significance of lactate in tumorigenesis, progression, and treatment resistance suggests that inhibiting lactate production and blocking lactate sources may be a viable approach for treating cancer.

2. Lactic Acidification Modifications and their Functions

Several epigenetic mechanisms, such as histone posttranslational changes (such as acetylation, methylation, and phosphatidylinositol-phosphate phosphorylation), are critical in maintaining the delicate balance between the active and inactive states of chromatin. Histone posttranslational
changes have been linked to tumor formation and progression in many studies, including lung, colorectal, breast, and prostate malignancies [68–70]. Lactylation modification of histones, a novel histone posttranslational modification discovered recently, regulates gene transcription [71]. In order to mimic a Gram-negative bacterial infection, Zhang et al. [71] stimulated mouse bone marrow-derived macrophages with lipopolysaccharide and interferon (LPS+IFN-γ) under hypoxic conditions. The macrophages responded quickly to the inflammatory infection, producing large amounts of lactate and inducing lactylation modification of histones within 16-24 hours of stimulation, while histone acetylation decreased. Lactylation was shown to be labeled to histones later than acetylation using isotope labeling of glucose absorption, has hazardous side effects in head-and-neck cancer, “Analytical investigation: assay of D-lactate in diabetic plasma and urine,” Clinical Biochemistry, vol. 41, no. 13, pp. 1099–1103, 2008.


3. Conclusion and Future Prospects

As shown in this review, studies to understand the mechanisms of lactate play an important role in oncology diagnosis and treatment. Histone lactylation regulates gene expression via epigenetic means. To be sure, it will be fascinating to figure out how lactate metabolism affects epigenetic programming under various cellular conditions/environment. For example, the mechanisms by which the tumor microenvironment causes metabolite changes, the effects of metabolite changes on epigenetic modifying complexes and epigenetic events, and the mechanisms by which metabolite-sensitive epigenetic events are translated into specific cell differentiation gene programs are among the mechanistic series of events that need to be better defined (Figure 1).

Lactic acid is involved in TME, tumor growth and metastasis, prognosis, therapy, and histone modification. High amounts of lactic acid in tumor tissue are connected to tumor growth, metastasis, and long-term prognosis. Acidification of TME may have a profound influence on tumor malignancy and progression. Lactate’s interaction with tumor-infiltrating immune cells is unknown, but researchers believe it might be a starting point for future cancer therapies. Compound 7ACC2, which slows extracellular lactate absorption, has hazardous side effects that have not been totally eliminated. Tumor treatment may include inhibiting lactate generation. New anticancer drugs have minimal toxicity and are simple to synthesis, but in vivo validation is needed to determine their full biological potential. Histone lactonization modifications have also supplied new insights into lactate and the “Warburg” effect, a tumor research process. As research and detection tools improve, lactate’s role in tumor development will become clearer. Future investigations on lactate immunometabolism may provide innovative drugs to modulate immune cell activity more selectively and with fewer side effects. There will also be breakthroughs in tumor identification and treatment targeted concepts and techniques.
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